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Blobstore Overview

About the Blobstore Service
The Blobstore service provides a way to store large byte arrays in the cloud indefinitely. The data can
originate from applications storing large binary files or an edge device sitting gathering data from a wind
turbine and steaming to data stores like S3.

The Blobstore service provides the following benefits:

• S3 API compatibility – Blobstore S3-compatible APIs provide a way to efficiently and securely store and
retrieve your data.

• Scalability – Add and remove resources from your application when needed.
• Reliability – Once you have successfully uploaded your object to the Blobstore, your data will not be

lost.
• High availability – Access Blobstore through HTTP or HTTPS within the Cloud Foundry environment

where the Blobstore service instance resides.
• Multi-tenancy support – All users of a tenant have specific privileges to access the resources

associated with that tenant. Each tenant can potentially use multiple service instances. The service
instances are specific to the tenant.

• External Access – Blobstore can be configured to allow secure access from sources external to the
Predix environment.

The following shows the high-level architecture of the Blobstore Service.
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Additional Information

Exploring Blobstore Guides

Blobstore Service Terminology

This section explains the terminology used in the Blobstore Service documentation.

Object

Objects are collections of binary data containing data and meta data, which are stored as single entities in
a Blobstore.

Blobstore

A Blobstore is a container with a unique set of identifiers, or namespace, used to identify the account
associated with the object storage. Stores are also referred to as buckets.
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Getting Started with the Blobstore Service

Creating a Blobstore Service Instance
You must create a Blobstore service instance before you can attach an application.

About This Task

Complete the following tasks from your browser.

Note: If you are registered on the Predix Azure domain, you must use the command-line instructions to
create your service.

Procedure

1. Sign into your Predix account at https://www.predix.io.
2. Navigate to Catalog > Data Management, then click the Blobstore tile.
3. Choose the plan, then click Subscribe.
4. On the New Service Instance page, enter the information for the Blobstore service instance, and click

Create Service.

• Org – Select your org.
• Space – Select the space for your application.
• Service instance name – Enter a unique name for this Blobstore service instance.

Note: Use only alphanumeric characters, underscores (_), and hyphens (-) for your service instance
name.

• Service plan – Select a plan.

Creating a Blobstore Instance Using the Command Line
You can create a new service instance from the Cloud Foundry command line. Alternatively, you can
create the service by using Predix Console from the New Service Instance page.

About This Task

When you create a new service instance from the Cloud Foundry command line, you can use a default
Blobstore bucket name, or specify a custom bucket name. You can enable external non-Predix access and
AES encryption at the time you create a new instance, or configure these options later on.

Procedure

Note: If you are registered on the Predix Azure domain, you must use the command-line instructions to
create your service.
1. To create a new instance of the predix-blobstore service with a default Blobstore bucket name, enter

the following command:

cf create-service predix-blobstore <plan> <my_blobstore_instance>

Where:

• <plan> is the selected plan option for the service.
• <my_blobstore_instance> is a unique name for this Blobstore service instance.
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Note: Use only alphanumeric characters, underscores (_), and hyphens (-) for your service instance
name.

2. Optionally, to create a new Blobstore instance with a custom bucket name, enter the following
command:

$cf create-service predix-blobstore <plan> <my_blobstore_instance> -
c '{"bucket_name":"<String>"}'

Where the <String> value of bucket_name is:

• A unique name for the bucket that is 3 to 63 characters long and complies with DNS naming
conventions.

• In a sequence of one or more labels composed of lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens, with
adjacent labels separated by a single period (.). Each label must start and end with a lowercase
letter or a number (for example, calif.noam.reskit.com).

• Not an IP address. (for example, 172.195.25.255).

3. Optionally, to create a new Blobstore instance and enable external non-Predix application access,
enter the following command:

$cf create-service predix-blobstore <plan> <my_blobstore_instance> -
c '{"enable_external":"<Boolean>"}'

where the <Boolean> value of enable_external is:

• True: Blobstore is accessible to applications external to the Predix network.
• False (default): Blobstore is not accessible to applications external to the Predix network.

4. Optionally, to create a new Blobstore instance and enable server-side 256-bit AES encryption, enter
the following command:

cf create-service predix-blobstore <plan> <my_blobstore_instance> -c
‘{“data_encryption”:”SSE”}’

After you run this command, you must edit the manifest.yml file. For details, see Configuring
Access and Sample Applications.

Note: Blobstore provides 256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256) only for server-side
encryption.

5. Optionally, to create a new Blobstore instance with a custom bucket name that has external access
and AES server-side encryption enabled, run the following command:

cf create-service predix-blobstore <plan> <my_blobstore_instance> -c
'{"enable_external”:”<Boolean>”,”data_encryption":"SSE"}'

Configuring Access and Sample Applications
Blobstore allows both internal and external application access.

Before You Begin

The following sample applications use the S3 API client SDK. Making REST API calls directly from your code
can be cumbersome. It requires you to write the necessary code to calculate a valid signature to
authenticate your requests. Alternately, you can use one of these three applications that are based on the
S3 API client SDK.
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Application Version Encryption

Java AWS aws-java-sdk-s3 v1.11.14 Supports AES256

Go (v1.75) aws-go-sdk v.-s3 version v1.4.3 Supports AES256

JCloud jclouds-blobstore version 2.0.0 Not supported

About This Task

The following steps illustrate how to integrate a Go sample application with Blobstore. The sample app
has a simple web interface that allows you to do the following:

• Add a new object (single object or multi-part upload).
• List all objects in the store.
• Download objects.
• Delete objects.
• Configure or disable external access to Blobstore.

These steps also illustrate how to configure Blobstore for external access. When configuring for external
access, be sure to do the following:

• Use a generated set of key credentials to allow external access to Blobstore.
• Close the application when not accessing Blobstore.
• Generate a new set of service key credentials for each external device.
• Recycle the keys when your tasks are complete.

Procedure

1. If needed, create a new instance of the predix-blobstore service.

For details, see Creating a Blobstore Service Instance or Creating a Blobstore Instance Using the
Command Line.

2. To update an existing Blobstore instance to enable external non-Predix application access:

cf update-service <my_blobstore_instance> -c
'{"enable_external":"<Boolean>"}'

where the <Boolean> value of enable_external is:

• True: Blobstore is accessible to applications external to the Predix network.
• False (default): Blobstore is not accessible to applications external to the Predix network.

3. Clone the sample project.

git clone http://github.com/PredixDev/blobstore-samples.git
4. Change to the blobstore-go-sample subdirectory.

cd blobstore-samples/blobstore/blobstore-go-sample
5. Edit the manifest.yml file.

• Enter the name of your Blobstore application.
• Update the BROKER-SERVICE_NAME value with your Blobstore instance name.
• Update the ENABLE_SERVICE_SIDE_ENCRYPTION value to enable or disable encryption.
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• Add your Blobstore instance to the services section and enable server-side encryption:

applications:
- name: blobstore-go-sample
memory: 256M
instances: 1
timeout: 180
buildpack: https://github.com/cloudfoundry/go-buildpack.git
env:
BROKER_SERVICE_NAME: <my-blobstore-instance>
ENABLE_SERVER_SIDE_ENCRYPTION: False
services:
- <my-blobstore-instance>

Note: Blobstore provides 256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256) only for server-side
encryption.

Enabling Data at Rest Encryption
Applications using Blobstore can enable encryption for their data at rest.

Server side encryption of your data at rest can be added by adding a header for each object pull request.

The sample application declares the type of encryption as follows:

• The Go sample application header with AES256 support.

uploadInput.ServerSideEncryption = AES256
• The AWS sample application header with AES256 support.

objectMetadata.setSSEAlgorithm(ObjectMetadata.AES_256_SERVER_SIDE_ENC
RYPTION);

Additional notes on encrypting data at rest.

• Blobstore uses 256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256) to encrypt data at rest.
• Amazon tracks the key and encrypts the key with a regularly rotated master key.
• Encryption is invisible to the end user.
• The user does not have to worry about key management or security. When data is retrieved from

Blobstore, AWS automatically decrypts the data for the user.
• If the ENABLE_SERVER_SIDE_ENCRYPTION environment variable is changed, use cf restart to

instantiate the change.

Note: Client side encryption is also achieved using your keys and encrypting your data before uploading
and before upgrading to Blobstore.
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Using the Blobstore Service

Binding an Application to a Blobstore Service Instance

About This Task
Before binding an application to a Blobstore service instance, you must push your application to Cloud
Foundry. From your application's project directory, on a command line, enter:

cf push <application_name>

You must bind your Blobstore service instance to your application to provision connection details for your
service instance in the VCAP environment variables. Cloud Foundry runtime uses VCAP_SERVICES
environment variables to communicate with a deployed application about its environment.

Procedure

1. Use the Cloud Foundry CLI to log into Cloud Foundry.

cf login

Note: If you are a GE employee, you must use the cf login --sso command to log into Cloud
Foundry. After you enter your SSO, you will receive a one-time passcode URL. Copy this URL and paste
it in a browser to retrieve your one-time passcode. Use this code with the cf command to complete
the CF login process.

2. Bind your application to the service instance you created.
cf bind-service <application_name> <my_blobstore_instance>

3. Restage your application to ensure the environment variable changes take effect:

cf restage <application_name>
4. To view the environment variables for your application, enter:

cf env <application_name>

The command shows the environment variables, which contain your basic authorization credentials,
client ID, and the endpoint URI, as shown in the following example:

"VCAP_SERVICES": {
"predix-blobstore": [
{
"credentials": {
"access_key_id": "<access_key>",
"bucket_name": “bucket-<instanceID>",
"host": "<host_name>",
"secret_access_key": “<secret_access_key_value>",
"url": "https://<blob_store_url>"
},
"label": "predix-blobstore",
"name": "<blob_store_service_instance>",
"plan": "<plan>",
"provider": null,
"syslog_drain_url": null,
"tags": [
"blobstore",
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"blob-store",
"blob store"
]
}
]
}
}

Note:

Alternately, you can use a service key. Use the following command to create a service key and push the
app.

cf service-key <blobstore service> <service key>

The output of that command is:

Getting key key for service instance migrationtesting as predix-data-
services-deployer...
{

"access_key_id": "<access_key>",
"bucket_name": "<bucket_name>",
"host": "<host_name>",
"secret_access_key": "<secret_access_key>",
"url": "https://<blobstore_url>"

}

Also note that deleting a service key deletes the associated credentials. It is the same as unbind.

cf delete-service-key <blobstore service> <key>

Supported Operations
BLOB Store allows specific operations on stores and objects, along with a the ability to create an object
specific signature.

Supported Operations on Stores

This section describes operations you can perform on stores.

• GET Bucket (list objects)
• GET Bucket Website
• GET Bucket ACL
• List Bucket Multi-part Uploads

Supported Operations on Objects

This section describes operations you can perform on objects.

• PUT Object
• GET Object
• Abort Multi-part Upload
• DELETE Object
• GET Object ACL
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Signature Creation

To sign a request, create a signature by calculating a hash of the request, then using the hash value and a
secret access key to create a signed hash. You can add the signature to a request by using the HTTP
Authorization header. All requests require the Authorization header.

Note: Blobstore supports the standard S3 V4 signature creation method.

PUT Object
Use the PUT Object operation to add an object to a store. Success responses are returned only after an
entire object is added to the store. Partial addition of an object causes a rollback. The PUT Object
operation requires WRITE permissions for the store.

Note: To upload large objects of greater than 100 MB, you should first split the object file into multiple
parts and then perform separate uploads on each of the parts.

The Blobstore does not have a directory hierarchy, but you can name objects so that they imply a
hierarchy. For example, instead of naming the object photo.jpg, you can name it, 2015/vacation/
spain/photo.jpg.

The endpoint URL and credentials are in the VCAP environment variables for your application. To view the
environment variables, on a command line, enter:

cf env <application_name>

Request Syntax

The following shows the syntax for the request header:

PUT /ObjectName HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

If you have the basic plan, the request syntax is as follows:

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the PUT Object operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Content-MD5
• Content-Type
• Expect
• Query_string
• Url_path
• Method

Response Headers

The PUT Object operation may include the following response headers:
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• Content-length
• x-amz-id-2
• Server
• x-amz-request-id
• ETag
• Date

Note: The success response is received only after the entire object has been added.

Related Concepts

Multipart Upload Operations on page 14

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

GET Object
Use the GET Object operation to retrieve objects from the store. Authorization headers are required
unless you grant READ access to an anonymous user.

Note: You must have READ access to the object you are retrieving.

Request Syntax

GET /ObjectName HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>
Range: bytes=byte_range

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the GET Object operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Query_string
• Url_path
• Method

Response Headers

The GET Object operation may include the following response headers:

• Content-length
• x-amz-id-2
• Accept-ranges
• Bytes, server
• Last-modified
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• x-amz-request-id
• ETag
• Date
• Content-type

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

GET Object ACL

Request Syntax

GET /ObjectName?acl HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>
Range:bytes=byte_range

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the GET Object ACL operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Url_path
• Query_string

Response Headers

The GET Object ACL operation may include the following response headers:

• x-amz-requestid
• Date
• Content-length
• Content-type

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

GET Bucket (List Objects)
Use the GET Bucket operation to list the objects in the specified store.

Request Syntax

GET / HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
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Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the GET Bucket operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Query_string
• Url_path

Response Headers

The GET Bucket operation may include the following response headers:

• x-amz-bucket-region
• x-amz-id-2
• Server
• Transfer-encoding
• x-amz-request-id
• Date
• Content-type

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

GET Bucket Website
The GET Bucket Website operation returns the web site configuration of a store, and requires
GetBucketWebsite permission.

Request Syntax

GET /?website HTTP/1.1
Host: <store_name>.<host>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers with the GET Bucket Website operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• Content-Length
• Content-MD5
• Content-Type
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• Expect
• x-amz-date

Response Headers

Response headers in a GET Bucket Website operation may include:

• Content-Length
• Connection
• Date
• ETag
• Server

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

GET Bucket ACL
The GET Bucket ACL operation returns the access control list for the BLOB store.

Request Syntax

GET /?acl HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the GET Bucket ACL operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Query_string
• Url_path
• Method

Response Headers

The GET Bucket ACL operation may include the following response headers:

• x-amz-id-2
• Server
• Transfer-encoding
• x-amz-request-id
• Date
• Content-type
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Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

Multipart Upload Operations
To use the Multipart Upload operation, you must follow these steps.

1. Split the source object into separate parts. The split can be a logical division, or performed using a
simple physical separation with a file splitting command.

2. Split the source object into separate parts. The split can be a logical division, or performed using a
simple physical separation with a file splitting command. Part numbers must be sequential, but they
do not have to be contiguous. Part numbers define the order in which the split object is reassembled.

3. Send an Initiate Multipart Upload (POST) request.
4. Send an Upload Part (PUT) request for each part using the upload ID from the Initiate Multipart Upload

operation and the part number from Step 1.
5. After each part is uploaded, send a Complete Multipart Upload request with the upload ID for the

object and the part numbers and ETag elements for each of its parts.

Initiate Multipart Upload
Use the Initiate Multipart Upload operation to upload large objects (greater than 100 MB). This divides the
large object into multiple partial uploads and returns a unique upload ID for each part of the object you
will upload with the Upload Part request.

Request Syntax

The following shows the request syntax:

POST /ObjectName?uploads HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

You must supply metadata that you want associated with the multipart object in the headers included
with the Initiate Multipart Upload request. The Initiate Multipart Upload operation accepts the following
request headers:

• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• Cache-Control
• Content-Disposition
• Content-Encoding
• Content-Length
• Content-Type
• x-amz-meta-
• x-amz-storage-class
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Response Headers

The Initiate Multipart Upload operation may include any of the common response headers.

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

Upload Part
Note: You must issue the Initiate Multipart Upload request before you can use the Upload Part operation
as the upload ID returned by the Initiate Multipart Upload operation is required for the Upload Part
operation.

You must define the upload ID and a part number with each Upload Part operation. Part numbers define
the order in which parts in a List Parts operation are returned.

Note: If you upload multiple parts with the same part numbers, you must choose which of these parts
should be used by including the right etag value in the Complete Multipart Upload request.

Request Syntax

PUT /ObjectName?partNumber=PartNumber&uploadId=UploadId HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Content-Length: <Size>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Except for the required PartNumber and uploadId parameters, no other request parameter is used with
the Upload Part operation.

Request Headers

The Upload Part operation accepts all of the common response headers.

Note: If you include a Content-MD5 header in an Upload Part request, the data content of the part you
are uploading is checked against the MD5 value sent in the header. If these do not match an error is
returned.

Response Headers

The Upload Part operation always returns an ETag header and also may contain any of the common
response headers.

The ETag values, along with the part numbers, must be included in the request to complete a multipart
upload.

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38
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List Bucket Multipart Uploads
The GET Bucket Multipart Uploads operation returns a list of multipart uploads that are in progress
(Initiate Multipart Upload request is made, but a Complete or Abort Multipart Upload request has not
been made). To use this operation, you must have READ permission to the blobstore you specify.

Note: There is a limit of 10,000 multipart uploads in the list.

Request Syntax

GET /ObjectName?uploadId=UploadId HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Note: Host and date are required headers. You must include an upload ID parameter in the URL query
string supplied with the GET request.

Request Headers
The List Bucket Multipart Uploads operation accepts all Common Request Headers on page 36.

Response Headers
The List Bucket Multipart Uploads operation may include any of the Common Response Headers on page
38.

Abort Multipart Upload
AbortMultipartUpload cancels the multipart upload of an object before a
CompleteMultipartUpload request has been issued for the object.

You must supply the upload ID of the object for which you are terminating the upload. Once you have
issued a successful Abort MultipartUpload request, you can no longer send an UploadPart
request with the same upload ID. Any parts already uploaded with this upload ID are removed from
storage and the storage for those parts is freed.

Request Syntax

DELETE /ObjectName?uploadId=UploadId HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

AbortMultipartUpload accepts all common request headers in addition to the required Host,
Date, and Authorization headers.

Response Headers

AbortMultipartUpload may include any of the common response headers.

Response elements are not returned with this operation.
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Related Reference
Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

Complete Multipart Upload
Use the Complete Multipart Upload operation as the last step of a multipart upload of a large object. After
you initiate the multipart upload, and all the parts of the multipart object are uploaded with the Upload
Part operation, issue the Complete Multipart Upload request.

You must include the list of all parts of the object you are uploading. Do this in the Part elements
included with the request. You must also list the part number and upload ID in PartNumber and ETag
elements under each Part element.

Note: Be sure to check the body of the response after the multipart upload is complete to verify the
request succeeded because a request could fail after the initial 200 OK response is sent.

Request Syntax

The following shows the request syntax for the Complete Multipart Upload operation:

POST /ObjectName?uploadId=UploadId HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: Date
Content-Length: Size
Authorization: Signature
<CompleteMultipartUpload>
<Part>
<PartNumber>PartNumber</PartNumber>
<ETag>ETag</ETag>
</Part>
...
</CompleteMultipartUpload>

Note: You must supply an upload ID in the URL query string supplied with the POST request.

Request Headers

The Complete Multipart Upload operation accepts all common request headers.

Response Headers

The Complete Multipart Upload operation may include any of the common response headers.

Related Reference
Common Response Headers on page 38
Common Request Headers on page 36

DELETE Object

Request Syntax

DELETE /ObjectName HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
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Date: <Date>
Content-Length: <length>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the DELETE Object operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Query_string
• Url_path

Response Headers

The DELETE Object operation may include the following response headers:

• x-amz-id-2
• Date
• x-amz-request-id
• Server

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

Common Request Headers

Header Description Operations Usage Signature

Authorization Authenticates the

requester.

All Required, except for

operations accessible to

anonymous users.

Contains the signature.

Cache-control Specifies directives that

may override existing

caching mechanisms

and prevent caches

from interfering with

the HTTP request or

response.

All Optional Not part of the

signature computation.

Content-Length Message length

(without headers)

All Required for PUT

operations that load

ACLs or other XML

content.

Not part of the

signature computation.
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Header Description Operations Usage Signature

Content-MD5 Integrity check

specifying a base64

encoded, 128-bit MD5

hash of the message

without its headers,

used to determine that

the original data is

returned unchanged.

• PUT Object

• PUT Object acl

Optional Used to compute the

signature. If absent,

include an empty line

(\n) for this header in

the signature

computation.

Content-Type Resource content type,

for example, text/plain.

Note: For PUT

operations, default is

binary/octet-stream,

and valid values are

MIME types.

All Optional Used to compute the

signature. If absent,

include an empty line

(\n) for this header in

the signature

computation.

Date Requester date and

time, for example,

Tues, 14 Jun
2011 08:30:00
GMT.

All Required unless using x-

amz-date and used as

an Expires field for

query string

authentication.

Used to compute the

signature. If using x-
amz-date, include

an empty line (\n)
for the Date header, but

also include the x-
amz-date header in

the signature

computation. If using

query string

authentication,include

the Expires time in

place of the Date

header in the signature

computation.

Expect Requests an

acknowledgment before

sending the message

body when the sending

application issues a

100-continue message;

body not sent when its

headers are refused.

• PUT Object

• PUT Object acl

Optional Not part of the

signature computation.

Host Host URI All Required Not part of the

signature computation.

Range Requests the range

bytes of an object.
• GET Object

• Head Object

Optional Not part of the

signature computation.
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Header Description Operations Usage Signature

x-amz-date May be used in place of

the HTTP Date header. If

this header is present,

an empty string is used

for the date header in

the StringToSign. The

timestamp sent by the

client must be within a

15 minute range of the

server System Time.

Otherwise, the request

fails.

All Optional If present, used to

compute the signature.

x-amz-meta Metadata to be stored

and returned with an

object. The size of the

HTTP request excluding

the message body

cannot exceed 8KB.

• PUT Object

• PUT Object acl

Optional If present, used to

compute the signature.

Common Response Headers

Header Type Description

Content-Length String Length of the response body in bytes.

Connection Enum Indicates whether there is an open

connection to the server. Values include:

• value = open

• value = close

Date String Date and time of the response.

ETag String The entity tag for an object that is an MD5

hash of the object contents, but not its

metadata.

Server String Name of server sending the response.

x-amz-request-id String Uniquely identifies the request.

x-amz-id-2 String A token that can help troubleshoot

issues.

Last-modified Date Date and time the object was last

modified.

Content-type Resource content type, for example, text/

plain.
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Header Type Description

x-amz-meta-* String Returns user metadata entered with the

x-amz-meta- (plus suffix) header.

Available with HEAD Object operations

only.

x-amz-meta-crc String Partial CRC of the object. The associated

range is stored in x-amz-meta-crc-range.

Available with GET Object and HEAD

Object operations.

Unbinding an Application From a Blobstore Service Instance

About This Task

Procedure

Unbind the application from the Blobstore service instance by entering the following command:

cf unbind-service <application_name> <my_blob_store_instance>

where:

• application_name is the name of your application.
• service_instance_name is the name of your service instance.

The service instance is unbound from the application, and the following message is returned:

Unbinding app predix-service from service userX in org predix-
platform / space predix as userx@ge.com...
OK

Deleting a Blobstore Service Instance

Procedure

Delete the service instance:

cf delete-service <service_instance_name>
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Troubleshooting the Blobstore Service

Troubleshooting the Blobstore Service

Connection Issues

This section describes some of the most common reasons for Blobstore connection errors.

Verify Your Signing Method
Verify you are using the V2 signing method. Some SDKs default to using the V4 signing method, but
they also support the V2 signing method, so you should verify you are using V2. The following example
shows how to use the V2 signing method with the AWS SDK for Java:

ClientConfiguration config = new ClientConfiguration();
config.setProtocol(Protocol.HTTPS);

S3ClientOptions options = new S3ClientOptions();
config.setSignerOverride("S3SignerType"); //$NON-NLS-1$

AmazonS3 amazonS3;
AWSCredentials awsCredentials = new

BasicAWSCredentials(serviceInfo.getAccessKeyId(),
serviceInfo.getSecretAccessKey());
amazonS3 = new AmazonS3Client(awsCredentials, config);

amazonS3.setEndpoint(serviceInfo.getHost());
amazonS3.setS3ClientOptions(options);

Verify Your Environment
Security policies do not allow you to access Blobstore outside of Cloud Foundry. You must have an
application deployed to Cloud Foundry and bound to the Blobstore service in able to interact with
Blobstore.
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Blobstore API Reference

Supported Operations
BLOB Store allows specific operations on stores and objects, along with a the ability to create an object
specific signature.

Supported Operations on Stores

This section describes operations you can perform on stores.

• GET Bucket (list objects)
• GET Bucket Website
• GET Bucket ACL
• List Bucket Multi-part Uploads

Supported Operations on Objects

This section describes operations you can perform on objects.

• PUT Object
• GET Object
• Abort Multi-part Upload
• DELETE Object
• GET Object ACL

Signature Creation

To sign a request, create a signature by calculating a hash of the request, then using the hash value and a
secret access key to create a signed hash. You can add the signature to a request by using the HTTP
Authorization header. All requests require the Authorization header.

Note: Blobstore supports the standard S3 V4 signature creation method.

PUT Object
Use the PUT Object operation to add an object to a store. Success responses are returned only after an
entire object is added to the store. Partial addition of an object causes a rollback. The PUT Object
operation requires WRITE permissions for the store.

Note: To upload large objects of greater than 100 MB, you should first split the object file into multiple
parts and then perform separate uploads on each of the parts.

The Blobstore does not have a directory hierarchy, but you can name objects so that they imply a
hierarchy. For example, instead of naming the object photo.jpg, you can name it, 2015/vacation/
spain/photo.jpg.

The endpoint URL and credentials are in the VCAP environment variables for your application. To view the
environment variables, on a command line, enter:

cf env <application_name>
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Request Syntax

The following shows the syntax for the request header:

PUT /ObjectName HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

If you have the basic plan, the request syntax is as follows:

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the PUT Object operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Content-MD5
• Content-Type
• Expect
• Query_string
• Url_path
• Method

Response Headers

The PUT Object operation may include the following response headers:

• Content-length
• x-amz-id-2
• Server
• x-amz-request-id
• ETag
• Date

Note: The success response is received only after the entire object has been added.

Related Concepts

Multipart Upload Operations on page 14

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

PUT Object ACL
The PUT Object ACL sets the access control list (ACL) permissions for an existing object in a store.

Request Syntax

PUT /ObjectName?acl HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
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Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>
<AccessControlPolicy>

<Owner>
<ID>ID</ID>
<DisplayName>EmailAddress</DisplayName>
</Owner>
<AccessControlList>
<Grant>

<Grantee xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:type="CanonicalUser">

<ID>ID</ID>
<DisplayName>EmailAddress</DisplayName>
</Grantee>
<Permission>Permission</Permission>

</Grant>
</AccessControlList>
</AccessControlPolicy>

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the PUT Object ACL operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host

Header Description Operations Usage Signature

Authorization Authenticates the

requester.

All Required, except for

operations accessible to

anonymous users.

Contains the signature.

Cache-control Specifies directives that

may override existing

caching mechanisms

and prevent caches

from interfering with

the HTTP request or

response.

All Optional Not part of the

signature computation.

Content-Length Message length

(without headers)

All Required for PUT

operations that load

ACLs or other XML

content.

Not part of the

signature computation.

Content-MD5 Integrity check

specifying a base64

encoded, 128-bit MD5

hash of the message

without its headers,

used to determine that

the original data is

returned unchanged.

• PUT Object

• PUT Object acl

Optional Used to compute the

signature. If absent,

include an empty line

(\n) for this header in

the signature

computation.
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Header Description Operations Usage Signature

Content-Type Resource content type,

for example, text/plain.

Note: For PUT

operations, default is

binary/octet-stream,

and valid values are

MIME types.

All Optional Used to compute the

signature. If absent,

include an empty line

(\n) for this header in

the signature

computation.

Date Requester date and

time, for example,

Tues, 14 Jun
2011 08:30:00
GMT.

All Required unless using x-

amz-date and used as

an Expires field for

query string

authentication.

Used to compute the

signature. If using x-
amz-date, include

an empty line (\n)
for the Date header, but

also include the x-
amz-date header in

the signature

computation. If using

query string

authentication,include

the Expires time in

place of the Date

header in the signature

computation.

Expect Requests an

acknowledgment before

sending the message

body when the sending

application issues a

100-continue message;

body not sent when its

headers are refused.

• PUT Object

• PUT Object acl

Optional Not part of the

signature computation.

Host Host URI All Required Not part of the

signature computation.

Range Requests the range

bytes of an object.
• GET Object

• Head Object

Optional Not part of the

signature computation.
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Header Description Operations Usage Signature

x-amz-date May be used in place of

the HTTP Date header. If

this header is present,

an empty string is used

for the date header in

the StringToSign. The

timestamp sent by the

client must be within a

15 minute range of the

server System Time.

Otherwise, the request

fails.

All Optional If present, used to

compute the signature.

x-amz-meta Metadata to be stored

and returned with an

object. The size of the

HTTP request excluding

the message body

cannot exceed 8KB.

• PUT Object

• PUT Object acl

Optional If present, used to

compute the signature.

Response Headers

The PUT Object ACL operation includes the following response headers:

Header Type Description

Content-Length String Length of the response body in bytes.

Connection Enum Indicates whether there is an open

connection to the server. Values include:

• value = open

• value = close

Date String Date and time of the response.

ETag String The entity tag for an object that is an MD5

hash of the object contents, but not its

metadata.

Server String Name of server sending the response.

x-amz-request-id String Uniquely identifies the request.

x-amz-id-2 String A token that can help troubleshoot

issues.

Last-modified Date Date and time the object was last

modified.

Content-type Resource content type, for example, text/

plain.
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Header Type Description

x-amz-meta-* String Returns user metadata entered with the

x-amz-meta- (plus suffix) header.

Available with HEAD Object operations

only.

x-amz-meta-crc String Partial CRC of the object. The associated

range is stored in x-amz-meta-crc-range.

Available with GET Object and HEAD

Object operations.

GET Object
Use the GET Object operation to retrieve objects from the store. Authorization headers are required
unless you grant READ access to an anonymous user.

Note: You must have READ access to the object you are retrieving.

Request Syntax

GET /ObjectName HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>
Range: bytes=byte_range

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the GET Object operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Query_string
• Url_path
• Method

Response Headers

The GET Object operation may include the following response headers:

• Content-length
• x-amz-id-2
• Accept-ranges
• Bytes, server
• Last-modified
• x-amz-request-id
• ETag
• Date
• Content-type
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Related Reference
Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

GET Object ACL

Request Syntax

GET /ObjectName?acl HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>
Range:bytes=byte_range

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the GET Object ACL operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Url_path
• Query_string

Response Headers

The GET Object ACL operation may include the following response headers:

• x-amz-requestid
• Date
• Content-length
• Content-type

Related Reference
Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

GET Bucket (List Objects)
Use the GET Bucket operation to list the objects in the specified store.

Request Syntax

GET / HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers
You can use the following request headers for the GET Bucket operation:
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• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Query_string
• Url_path

Response Headers

The GET Bucket operation may include the following response headers:

• x-amz-bucket-region
• x-amz-id-2
• Server
• Transfer-encoding
• x-amz-request-id
• Date
• Content-type

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

GET Bucket Website
The GET Bucket Website operation returns the web site configuration of a store, and requires
GetBucketWebsite permission.

Request Syntax

GET /?website HTTP/1.1
Host: <store_name>.<host>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers with the GET Bucket Website operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• Content-Length
• Content-MD5
• Content-Type
• Expect
• x-amz-date

Response Headers

Response headers in a GET Bucket Website operation may include:
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• Content-Length
• Connection
• Date
• ETag
• Server

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

GET Bucket ACL
The GET Bucket ACL operation returns the access control list for the BLOB store.

Request Syntax

GET /?acl HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the GET Bucket ACL operation:

• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Query_string
• Url_path
• Method

Response Headers

The GET Bucket ACL operation may include the following response headers:

• x-amz-id-2
• Server
• Transfer-encoding
• x-amz-request-id
• Date
• Content-type

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38
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List Bucket Multipart Uploads
The GET Bucket Multipart Uploads operation returns a list of multipart uploads that are in progress
(Initiate Multipart Upload request is made, but a Complete or Abort Multipart Upload request has not
been made). To use this operation, you must have READ permission to the blobstore you specify.

Note: There is a limit of 10,000 multipart uploads in the list.

Request Syntax

GET /ObjectName?uploadId=UploadId HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Note: Host and date are required headers. You must include an upload ID parameter in the URL query
string supplied with the GET request.

Request Headers

The List Bucket Multipart Uploads operation accepts all Common Request Headers on page 36.

Response Headers

The List Bucket Multipart Uploads operation may include any of the Common Response Headers on page
38.

Initiate Multipart Upload
Use the Initiate Multipart Upload operation to upload large objects (greater than 100 MB). This divides the
large object into multiple partial uploads and returns a unique upload ID for each part of the object you
will upload with the Upload Part request.

Request Syntax

The following shows the request syntax:

POST /ObjectName?uploads HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

You must supply metadata that you want associated with the multipart object in the headers included
with the Initiate Multipart Upload request. The Initiate Multipart Upload operation accepts the following
request headers:

• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• Cache-Control
• Content-Disposition
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• Content-Encoding
• Content-Length
• Content-Type
• x-amz-meta-
• x-amz-storage-class

Response Headers

The Initiate Multipart Upload operation may include any of the common response headers.

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

List Multipart Upload Parts
Use the List Multiparts Upload Parts operation before issuing a Complete Multipart Upload request to
return a list of parts of an object that have been uploaded to the store.

Request Syntax

GET /ObjectName?uploadId=UploadId HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

Request headers for the List Multipart Upload Parts operation depend on the type of plan you are on. The
following table shows the headers you can use according to your plan type.

Basic Select

(Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)

(Required) Date

(Required) Host

User-Agent

Query_string

Url_path

Response Headers

Response headers included in the List Multipart Upload Parts operation depend on the type of plan you
have. The operation response may include according to your plan type.
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Basic Select

x-amz-id-2

Server

Transfer-encoding

x-amz-request-id

Date

Content-type

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

Upload Part
Note: You must issue the Initiate Multipart Upload request before you can use the Upload Part operation
as the upload ID returned by the Initiate Multipart Upload operation is required for the Upload Part
operation.

You must define the upload ID and a part number with each Upload Part operation. Part numbers define
the order in which parts in a List Parts operation are returned.

Note: If you upload multiple parts with the same part numbers, you must choose which of these parts
should be used by including the right etag value in the Complete Multipart Upload request.

Request Syntax

PUT /ObjectName?partNumber=PartNumber&uploadId=UploadId HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Content-Length: <Size>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Except for the required PartNumber and uploadId parameters, no other request parameter is used with
the Upload Part operation.

Request Headers

The Upload Part operation accepts all of the common response headers.

Note: If you include a Content-MD5 header in an Upload Part request, the data content of the part you
are uploading is checked against the MD5 value sent in the header. If these do not match an error is
returned.

Response Headers

The Upload Part operation always returns an ETag header and also may contain any of the common
response headers.
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The ETag values, along with the part numbers, must be included in the request to complete a multipart
upload.

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

Abort Multipart Upload
AbortMultipartUpload cancels the multipart upload of an object before a
CompleteMultipartUpload request has been issued for the object.

You must supply the upload ID of the object for which you are terminating the upload. Once you have
issued a successful Abort MultipartUpload request, you can no longer send an UploadPart
request with the same upload ID. Any parts already uploaded with this upload ID are removed from
storage and the storage for those parts is freed.

Request Syntax

DELETE /ObjectName?uploadId=UploadId HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

AbortMultipartUpload accepts all common request headers in addition to the required Host,
Date, and Authorization headers.

Response Headers

AbortMultipartUpload may include any of the common response headers.

Response elements are not returned with this operation.

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

DELETE Object

Request Syntax

DELETE /ObjectName HTTP/1.1
Host: <blobstore_url>
Date: <Date>
Content-Length: <length>
Authorization: <signatureValue>

Request Headers

You can use the following request headers for the DELETE Object operation:
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• (Required) Authorization (or Content-MD5)
• (Required) Date
• (Required) Host
• User-Agent
• Query_string
• Url_path

Response Headers

The DELETE Object operation may include the following response headers:

• x-amz-id-2
• Date
• x-amz-request-id
• Server

Related Reference

Common Request Headers on page 36
Common Response Headers on page 38

Common Request Headers

Header Description Operations Usage Signature

Authorization Authenticates the

requester.

All Required, except for

operations accessible to

anonymous users.

Contains the signature.

Cache-control Specifies directives that

may override existing

caching mechanisms

and prevent caches

from interfering with

the HTTP request or

response.

All Optional Not part of the

signature computation.

Content-Length Message length

(without headers)

All Required for PUT

operations that load

ACLs or other XML

content.

Not part of the

signature computation.

Content-MD5 Integrity check

specifying a base64

encoded, 128-bit MD5

hash of the message

without its headers,

used to determine that

the original data is

returned unchanged.

• PUT Object

• PUT Object acl

Optional Used to compute the

signature. If absent,

include an empty line

(\n) for this header in

the signature

computation.
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Header Description Operations Usage Signature

Content-Type Resource content type,

for example, text/plain.

Note: For PUT

operations, default is

binary/octet-stream,

and valid values are

MIME types.

All Optional Used to compute the

signature. If absent,

include an empty line

(\n) for this header in

the signature

computation.

Date Requester date and

time, for example,

Tues, 14 Jun
2011 08:30:00
GMT.

All Required unless using x-

amz-date and used as

an Expires field for

query string

authentication.

Used to compute the

signature. If using x-
amz-date, include

an empty line (\n)
for the Date header, but

also include the x-
amz-date header in

the signature

computation. If using

query string

authentication,include

the Expires time in

place of the Date

header in the signature

computation.

Expect Requests an

acknowledgment before

sending the message

body when the sending

application issues a

100-continue message;

body not sent when its

headers are refused.

• PUT Object

• PUT Object acl

Optional Not part of the

signature computation.

Host Host URI All Required Not part of the

signature computation.

Range Requests the range

bytes of an object.
• GET Object

• Head Object

Optional Not part of the

signature computation.
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Header Description Operations Usage Signature

x-amz-date May be used in place of

the HTTP Date header. If

this header is present,

an empty string is used

for the date header in

the StringToSign. The

timestamp sent by the

client must be within a

15 minute range of the

server System Time.

Otherwise, the request

fails.

All Optional If present, used to

compute the signature.

x-amz-meta Metadata to be stored

and returned with an

object. The size of the

HTTP request excluding

the message body

cannot exceed 8KB.

• PUT Object

• PUT Object acl

Optional If present, used to

compute the signature.

Common Response Headers

Header Type Description

Content-Length String Length of the response body in bytes.

Connection Enum Indicates whether there is an open

connection to the server. Values include:

• value = open

• value = close

Date String Date and time of the response.

ETag String The entity tag for an object that is an MD5

hash of the object contents, but not its

metadata.

Server String Name of server sending the response.

x-amz-request-id String Uniquely identifies the request.

x-amz-id-2 String A token that can help troubleshoot

issues.

Last-modified Date Date and time the object was last

modified.

Content-type Resource content type, for example, text/

plain.
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Header Type Description

x-amz-meta-* String Returns user metadata entered with the

x-amz-meta- (plus suffix) header.

Available with HEAD Object operations

only.

x-amz-meta-crc String Partial CRC of the object. The associated

range is stored in x-amz-meta-crc-range.

Available with GET Object and HEAD

Object operations.
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Blobstore Release Notes

Blobstore Release Notes

Q3 2016

New Features

Blobstore Samples
There are now Blobstore samples for Go, AWS, and jclouds, available in Github at https://github.com/
PredixDev/blobstore-samples.

There is a tutorial available at https://github.com/PredixDev/blobstore-samples for how to download
and use the samples to upload, list, retrieve, and delete objects from Blobstore using a simple
interface.
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